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											Little Houghton Day Nursery									

				
					A beautiful, old-school setting in the picturesque village of Little Houghton				

									
						
							

						

						Full and part time care for children aged 0-5 years

					

																	
						Manager: Amelia Shouler					

								 01604 899 338
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									Who we are

									Creating a calm and natural learning space, for all children to flourish in 

									We ensure that a range of learning opportunities are provided, so each child can discover their own interests and talents.

									
Little Houghton Day Nursery is in a rural old school building, in the beautiful village of Little Houghton. It is a quiet village, so the children can regularly go on walks to visit the local park, and the Scout’s Field, where they often see various animals. At the nursery, we encourage outdoor learning, for children to have the opportunity to develop their skills in a unique way. These sessions are inspired by ‘Forest School’ activities, where children play using natural resources, and have conversations about the environment – understanding the importance of appreciating our planet.

Inside the nursery, much of the décor compliments the high ceilings and the building’s rich history and is separated into three bright rooms, with plenty of space for children to explore. Each room is designed to engage their curiosity with age-appropriate resources. 
Read more
Babies are supported by a Key Carer, with their own room to explore, develop, and learn in. There is a mixture of child-led and structured activities, with each baby adopting a unique routine, based on their individual needs.

Once slightly older, babies progress into the toddler room, where there is plenty of opportunity to learn through imaginative and sensory activities, as well as purposeful play.

Pre-Schoolers engage in activities such as arts and crafts, construction, and role play. When it’s time for Pre-Schoolers to take the next step in their educational journey, our qualified and passionate team do a great job at ensuring children feel ready to go to school. We are confident that the children in our care are fully supported and prepared for their next stage of  learning. 
Read less




									Additional Information

										Full and part time sessions available
	Qualified, passionate and child-centered team
	Registered for 62 children aged 0-5 years 
	Spacious, secure building with plenty of outdoor space
	Children enjoy freshly cooked hot meals cooked onsite


								

							

							
								Getting here

								Directions, parking &  opening times

								Directions & Parking

								Little Houghton Day Nursery is just to the south of Northampton, off the A428 (Bedford to Northampton Road), next to the local church St Mary The Virgin. The nursery is only a short drive away from other local villages, such as Great Houghton, Brafield-on-the-Green, Cogenhoe and Grendon. Parking is available outside the nursery, allowing for convenient drop-off and pick-up.
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										35 Bedford Road, Little Houghton, Northampton, NN7 1AB

									

								

								Opening times

								
																			
											Full day
										

										
											8am to 6pm
										

																			
											AM
										

										
											8am to 1pm
										

																			
											PM
										

										
											1pm to 6pm
										

																			
											Early Start
										

										
											7:30am to 8am
										

																												
											Ofsted Reports
										

									
								

							

						

					

				
	
					
						
	
		
			reviews

			Leaving  feedback

			
				We love hearing about the experiences that families have had at our nursery! Your feedback helps us to continually improve and provide the best possible care for your child. 



If you've had a positive experience with us, we'd be thrilled if you took a moment to leave a review and help other families make an informed decision. Your feedback is important to us and we appreciate your support! Click the logos below to leave a review.
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        reviews

        Read reviews about  the nursery

        
            We know that choosing the right childcare provider for your little ones is an important decision, and that's why we encourage families to read our reviews. Read about real family's experiences to get a feel for what makes our nursery special and how we can support your child's growth and development. 





        

    

    
        
            
	
		
			
				
					
						"The staff have a clear passion for childcare"					

					
						"My little girl has been attending Little Houghton day nursery for a year now. She happily goes off every morning and waves bye to us. We get updates at the end of every day on what she has done and explored. The staff are always welcoming and offer a calm yet stimulating environment for my little girl to develop and thrive. I have absolute confidence in the setting, the staff have a clear passion for childcare with each individual child's needs at the centre of all activities they plan and implement."					
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						"The staff are excellent providing great activities"					

					
						"Little Houghton day nursery is such a wonderful environment for my daughter to learn, play and be supported. The staff are excellent providing great activities and encouraging my daughters interests. The food is also very good and we get a lot of information about how my daughter is getting on."					
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						"Couldn’t recommend the nursery or the staff more!"					

					
						"My son has been at Little Houghton Day Nursery for over a year now, and after some bad experiences from other local nurseries, this was like a breath of fresh air, the staff are so caring and attentive, no question is too big or too silly and the communication with the nursery is brilliant. My son has gone from strength to strength here and have never had any doubts or concerns leaving him there during the day. Couldn’t recommend the nursery or the staff more!"					
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			YOUR OPTIONS

			Simple and straight-forward

							Our nurseries have many outstanding and unique qualities that you’ll want to see and experience for yourself.

						Because of this, we prefer to discuss individual day nursery costs with you during your visit to the nursery you’re interested in.




												
	Contact us for more information

									

		
			AVAILABLE FUNDING

			Helping pay for your childcare

						Understandably, the cost of day nursery can put many familiesoff choosing it as an option. But there are a range of Government schemes open to parents that can make nursery affordable and we will do everything we can to help you understand the choices and access the funding that you might be eligible for.

Tax-Free Childcare  – For working families earning under £100k and at least £131 per week (equal to 16 hours at the National Minimum or Living Wage) each who aren’t receiving Tax Credits, Universal Credit or childcare vouchers.

15 hours and 30 hours Funded Childcare  – For many working parents of 2 year olds, and 3 – 4 year olds for 38 weeks each year.



												
	Find out more

									

	



						

					

				


	


	
		
	
		
			extra activities

			Little Houghton offer a unique range of activities and extras
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                    Inspiring a Happy and Healthy Self
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                Inspiring development through sports at our nursery, promoting fitness, teamwork, and valuable qualities for a balanced future.


                
At our nursery, we are excited to offer tennis as a fun and engaging extracurricular activity. Through our tennis programme, young children experience a range of benefits. They develop hand-eye coordination, balance, and flexibility while having fun. Tennis also encourages social interaction, teamwork, and good sportsmanship, teaching important life skills at an early age, following them through to their older years.



                Please speak to your Nursery Manager to see if this activity is available at your nursery.


                
	Our Nurseries


            


        

    



						


			
				
				
			

		

	



	



	
	
		
			
				LITTLE HOUGHTON NURSERY TEAM

				We pride ourselves on providing quality childcare.

			

		

	



	
		

		

		
			
				
					"Our well-qualified staff are passionate about supporting each child in the best way possible to ensure they have the best start in life and are fully prepared for school."

					Amelia Shouler (Little Houghton Nursery Manager)
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			Little Houghton Day Nursery is proud to be independently reviewed and graded by daynurseries.co.uk

		

		
			

		

	




	



	

	
		
			

			
				
					
						Request a prospectus

						We recommend you come and see our nurseries for yourself

						
	Request a Prospectus
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						Book a tour

						We recommend you come and see our nurseries for yourself. Call: 01604 899 338 or follow the link below.

						
	Book a tour
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				Latest Insights from Little Houghton
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					Mar 07, 2024
					How To Support Your Child With Reading At Home

					World Book Day celebrates the key mission of trying to change children's lives, by making reading together and reading for…

					Read more
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					Dec 06, 2023
					Bite-sized Nutrition: Fostering Healthy Eating Habits in Early Childhood

					In the world of Early Years, the wellbeing of our little ones is our top priority, and our dedicated nursery…

					Read more
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					Nov 15, 2023
					How to Pay for Nursery with Tax Free Childcare

					Understandably, the cost of day nursery can put many mums and dads off choosing it as an option. But there…

					Read more
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					Nov 07, 2023
					Funding: Everything You Need to Know

					With the new funding term starting again in January, it's important to understand the different kinds of funded childcare and…

					Read more
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					Oct 18, 2023
					Internet Safety | The Importance of Internet Safety for Children

					In today's digital age, where technology has become an integral part of our lives, ensuring the safety of young children…

					Read more
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					Oct 11, 2023
					Introducing PC Paws- Our Health & Safety Mascot

					PC Paws is The Old Station Nursery Group’s Health and Safety mascot and is designed to encourage the children to…

					Read more
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                        Please enter numbers in the following fields to calculate.


Full Day (08:00AM - 06:00PM)

Full Day Extended (07:30AM - 06:30PM)

Morning Session (08:00AM - 01:00PM)

Afternoon Session (01:00PM - 06:00PM)




	Calculate
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                            Request a Prospectus

                            

                        

                        	Your Details

	

	Hidden
Nursery ID 

	Parent/Carer Information

	First Name* 

	Last Name* 

	Contact Number*

	Email*
                            
                        

	Child Information

	Child first name ** 

	Child last name ** 

	Child age **

	Child date of birth **
                            
                            DD slash MM slash YYYY
                        

                        Date Format: dd/mm/yyyy

	Child gender **Child gender *
Male
Female
Unknown



	Address

	Address*    
                    
                         
                                        
                                        Street Address
                                    
                                        
                                        Address Line 2
                                    
                                    
                                    City
                                 
                                        
                                        State / Province / Region
                                      
                                    
                                    ZIP / Postal Code
                                
                    

                

	How did you hear about us?*How you heard about us
Word of mouth (recommendation from friends, family, business, college, school etc)
Current or previous parent/staff member
Advertising (poster, newspaper, banner, magazine, show, exhibition etc)
Online search engine (Google etc)
Social media (Facebook, Instagram etc)
Estate/Relocation agent
Online listing (Daynurseries, Netmums, Yell etc)



	When would you like your child to start nursery?*
                            
                            DD slash MM slash YYYY
                        

                        
	Want to hear about our latest special offers? Yes, sign me up!
Get the latest updates from the nursery, special offers and additional insights from the Early Years sector, delivered straight to your inbox.

	CAPTCHA
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				Sign up for our newsletter			


			
				Keep up to date with the latest news & offers			

							
					
						

						Sign up
					

				

				We do not share your email address with any third party. 
See our privacy policy for further details.
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We use cookies
We collect behavioural and technical data through cookies, so that we can improve your user experience, improve our services and make our communication relevant for you. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of all the cookies. You can change your consent or choose specific settings by clicking “Cookie settings”. Please read our cookie policy about cookie usage and our privacy policy for more information about how we process your personal data, including the preferences that apply when you are logged in to Spond and how you can change them.
Cookie settingsREJECTACCEPT



Manage consent

  
    
      
      
      Close
      
        

    
        
                            
                    
                        Privacy Overview
                        
                            This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.

                        

                                            

                

                        

                
                                    
                        
                            
                                Necessary                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                     Necessary 
                                

                                
                                    Always Enabled                                
                                                    

                        
                            
                            Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__stripe_mid	1 year	This cookie is set by Stripe payment gateway. This cookie is used to enable payment on the website without storing any patment information on a server.
	__stripe_sid	30 minutes	This cookie is set by Stripe payment gateway. This cookie is used to enable payment on the website without storing any patment information on a server.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	CookieLawInfoConsent	1 year	CookieYes sets this cookie to record the default button state of the corresponding category and the status of CCPA. It works only in coordination with the primary cookie.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Functional                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    functional
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__cf_bm	30 minutes	Cloudflare set the cookie to support Cloudflare Bot Management.
	JSESSIONID	session	New Relic uses this cookie to store a session identifier so that New Relic can monitor session counts for an application.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Performance                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    performance
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.


                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Analytics                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    analytics
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__hssc	30 minutes	HubSpot sets this cookie to keep track of sessions and to determine if HubSpot should increment the session number and timestamps in the __hstc cookie.
	__hssrc	session	This cookie is set by Hubspot whenever it changes the session cookie. The __hssrc cookie set to 1 indicates that the user has restarted the browser, and if the cookie does not exist, it is assumed to be a new session.
	__hstc	5 months 27 days	Hubspot set this main cookie for tracking visitors. It contains the domain, initial timestamp (first visit), last timestamp (last visit), current timestamp (this visit), and session number (increments for each subsequent session).
	_ga	2 years	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_ga_*	1 year 1 month 4 days	Google Analytics sets this cookie to store and count page views.
	_gat_UA-*	1 minute	Google Analytics sets this cookie for user behaviour tracking.
	_gat_UA-139887286-1	1 minute	A variation of the _gat cookie set by Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager to allow website owners to track visitor behaviour and measure site performance. The pattern element in the name contains the unique identity number of the account or website it relates to.
	_gcl_au	3 months	Google Tag Manager sets the cookie to experiment advertisement efficiency of websites using their services.
	_gid	1 day	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
	CONSENT	2 years	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded youtube-videos and registers anonymous statistical data.
	hubspotutk	5 months 27 days	HubSpot sets this cookie to keep track of the visitors to the website. This cookie is passed to HubSpot on form submission and used when deduplicating contacts.
	last_pys_landing_page	7 days	PixelYourSite plugin sets this cookie to manages the analytical services.
	last_pysTrafficSource	7 days	PixelYourSite plugin sets this cookie to manage the analytical services.
	pys_first_visit	7 days	PixelYourSite plugin sets this cookie to manage the analytical services.
	pys_landing_page	7 days	PixelYourSite plugin sets this cookie to manages the analytical services.
	pys_session_limit	1 hour	PixelYourSite plugin sets this cookie to manage the analytical services.
	pys_start_session	session	PixelYourSite plugin sets this cookie to manage the analytical services.
	pysTrafficSource	7 days	PixelYourSite plugin sets this cookie to manage the analytical services.
	vuid	1 year 1 month 4 days	Vimeo installs this cookie to collect tracking information by setting a unique ID to embed videos on the website.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Advertisement                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    advertisement
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_fbp	3 months	This cookie is set by Facebook to display advertisements when either on Facebook or on a digital platform powered by Facebook advertising, after visiting the website.
	fr	3 months	Facebook sets this cookie to show relevant advertisements to users by tracking user behaviour across the web, on sites that have Facebook pixel or Facebook social plugin.
	IDE	1 year 24 days	Google DoubleClick IDE cookies store information about how the user uses the website to present them with relevant ads according to the user profile.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	doubleclick.net sets this cookie to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	A cookie set by YouTube to measure bandwidth that determines whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
	YSC	session	YSC cookie is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt.innertube::nextId	never	YouTube sets this cookie to register a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
	yt.innertube::requests	never	YouTube sets this cookie to register a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Others                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    others
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__cflb	23 hours	This cookie is used by Cloudflare for load balancing.
	dInternalTraffic	1 year	No description available.
	incap_ses_*	session	This cookie is set to allow a visitor to receive site content from one out of multiple servers as the visitor browses the site. This allows the visitor's session to be maintained.
	m	2 years	No description available.
	pbid	5 months 27 days	Description is currently not available.
	VISITOR_PRIVACY_METADATA	5 months 27 days	Description is currently not available.
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